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Abstract—Most of the software maintenance processes are
mainly based on traditional software development process,
which uses traditional Software Change Request (SCR)
form as a requirement artifact. In this paper, we have
designed a requirement artifact Request for Change (RC)
story for software maintenance, which is based on extreme
programming and proposed RC story format validating
using case study of college portal. In order to find the
impact of RC story on software maintenance, we have
applied RC story on iterative maintenance life cycle using
extreme programming. RC story in software maintenance
process can help to resolve the problems of poor visibility of
the project and lack of communication in maintenance
process.
Index Terms— Maintenance process, Maintainability,
Reengineering, Software Engineering Process.

I. INTRODUCTION
Extreme Programming (XP) is a software development
methodology, which is intended to improve software
quality and responsiveness to changing customer
requirements. XP is one of the important implementation
of agile philosophy. XP is a light-weight methodology for
teams of approximately 10 people developing software in
the face of vague or rapidly changing requirements [5, 7].
XP builds upon various existing and common sense
practices and principles, but applies these to extreme
levels. For example, code review, testing, designing, and
refactoring are preformed continuously, rather than at
dedicated phases of the software process only.
XP assumes that the development team makes use of
modern development environments (Smalltalk, Java), and
aims at taking maximal advantage of the resulting
benefits. XP is performed in short iterations, which are
grouped into larger releases. The planning process is
depicted as a game in which business and development
determine the scope of releases and iterations. The
customer describes features via user stories, which are
informal use cases that fit on an index card. The
developers estimate each of the user stories. User stories
are the starting point for the planning, design,
implementation, and acceptance test activities conducted
in XP. Software maintenance is a regular phase of XP but
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practitioners require a dedicated process model for legacy
system reengineering and maintenance.
Software maintenance is the process of modifying a
software product after delivery to correct faults or to
implement new functional requirements thereby
improving the performance, reliability, and adaptability
for change request in the product for a modified
environment [1]. Software maintenance is a complex and
life long process and on the other hand extreme
programming is an existing. The process of software
development with its challenging practices. New
requirement in software maintenance is accepted in the
terms of SCR form [1, 10].
An iterative maintenance life cycle using extreme
programming uses RC stories and existing software as
input, performs various activities, and produces updated
product [11]. The proposed model produces a modified
product inheriting quality attributes such as improving
maintainability of software, increasing productivity of
maintenance team, reducing cost and effort of software
maintenance. The existing requirement artifact such as
user story is mostly designed for software development.
In this paper, we will discuss story writing in agile and
requirement artifact of software maintenance in Section
2. The proposed RC story format for maintenance process
is discussed in Section 3. It also describes the field
specification of RC story. Validation of Proposed format
through case study is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5,
we state impact of RC story on various phases of iterative
maintenance life cycle using extreme programming. The
future work and concluding remarks are discussed in
Section 6.
II. BACKGROUND
A. User Story Writing in Extreme Pogramming
User stories are actually narrative texts that describe an
interaction of the user and the system, focusing on the
value a user gains from the system [12]. A good user
story uses the INVEST model (Independent means
reduces dependencies easier to plan, Negotiable means
details added via collaboration, Valuable means provides
value to the customer, Estimable means it too big or too
vague, Small means it can be done in less than a week by
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the team, Testable means good acceptance criteria) [12].
A typical template of user story has 3 parts: title,
description, and acceptance criteria. If the description
becomes lengthy means more than will fit on an index
card, customer should revisit the user story. It is likely it
needs to be split into several stories. The purpose of a
user story is to encourage collaboration. A user story is a
have a future conversation; it is not meant to document
every aspect of the work.
The customer specifies scenarios to test when a user
story has been correctly implemented. A user story can
have one or many acceptance tests, whatever it takes to
ensure the functionality works. Acceptance tests are black
box system tests. Each acceptance test represents some
expected result from the system. Customers are
responsible for verifying the correctness of the
acceptance tests and reviewing test scores to decide
which failed tests are of highest priority. Acceptance tests
are also used as regression tests prior to a production
release. A user story is not considered complete until it
has passed its acceptance tests. Acceptance criteria enrich
the understanding of the story.
B. An Example of User Story
Problem Statement: The client has requested the ability
to search for education providers by provider specialty
within a teacher selection site.
Requirements Statement: The provider search screen
shall provide the ability to search for providers by
provider specialty.
The User story for above problem can be written in the
following format.
Title: Search for providers by provider specialty.
Description: As a provider search user, I need the
ability to search for providers by specialty so that I can
more efficiently refer students to specialists.
Acceptance criteria: The provider search mechanism
has the ability to enter a specialty. The specialty search
will have a list of provider specialties from which to
select. Searching via the provider specialty will return a
list of matching specialists or a message indicating that
there are no matches.
If there are more results than can fit on one page, the
system will provide the capability to view the list in
pages or sections.
C. SCR Form as a Requirement Artifact in Software
Maintenance
Requirement in software maintenance is accepted in
terms of Software Change Request (SCR) form which
contains following information such as a sequential code,
requirement details to be changed. It also contains request
initiator person detail, submission date, system name with
version number. The information about change request in
the form of configuration details (software component/
documentation component).
The SCR form also contains reason of initiating the
change and type/priority of change and detailed
functional and/or technical information about the change.
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III. RC STORY FOR MAINTENANCE PROCESS
RC story is a requirement artifact in iterative
maintenance life cycle using extreme programming. It
provides customer collaboration and simplifies
requirement
engineering
process
of
software
maintenance. The RC stories should be written by the
customers for software maintenance. The proposed RC
story card is usually a 3×5 inches card have two sides.
Front side of RC story contains change request
information details and its description, which is shown in
Figure 1. Back side of RC story card contains acceptance
criteria for approving change request, which is shown in
Figure 2. The size of RC story can be increased for the
clear visibility in standup meeting. It can be broken down
into small enough components that they may be delivered
in single development iteration.

Figure 1. Front side of RC story.

A. Elements of RC Story
RC story card contains following fields for the
customer to write a change request in proper manner that
is understandable by a software developer and its team.
Change Request Id: A sequential number beginning
with the organizational code which is allotted by
customer.
Originator: Name of customer formulating the RC
story.
Date Submitted: It contains date of RC story
submission to Contractor.
System Name and Version Number: Name of
system/Version number of software/documentation to be
changed.
Change Type: Type of change being requested. Place a
"X" in the appropriate area. Specify other.
New Requirement: Requirement was not identified in
original specifications.
Requirement Change: Requirement needs to be altered.
Design Change: Original design needs to be changed.
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RC story contains approval criteria in form of acceptance
test, whereas SCR do not have any criteria to test for
requirement change. RC story resembles XP user story
thereby daily standup meeting is possible.
B. Applications of proposed RC Story
RC story is an effective tool for identifying and
documenting future maintenance requirements. It
provides significant business value in terms of planning,
allowing the client to effectively collect a numerous of
requirements into a concise plan that could easily be
communicated to a vast and diverse audience of project
stakeholders in terms of Daily Stand-up meetings. It is
used in estimation of maintenance project as well as to
track the velocity of project. It is also used to create work
breakdown structure (WBS) in maintenance. By using
RC stories, detailed discussions on what would be
delivered and when could be facilitated by simply laying
the cards out on the table and organizing them by release.
Figure 2. Back side of RC story.

Other: Indicates other than above change types.
Specify in the change description area of RC story.
Change Description: Detailed functional and/or
technical information about the change in following
format:
As a [user role] I want [change to be made in existing
software] so that [user can achieve goal by fulfilling its
requirement by change].
Acceptance Criteria: The customer specifies scenarios
to test when a RC story has been correctly implemented.
A RC story can have one or many acceptance tests,
whatever it takes to ensure the functionality works.
Acceptance tests are black box system tests. Each
acceptance test represents some expected result from the
system. Customers are responsible for verifying the
correctness of the acceptance tests and reviewing test
scores to decide which failed tests are of highest priority.
Acceptance tests are also used as regression tests prior to
a production release. A RC story is considered to be
complete if it has been passed its acceptance test criteria.
Priority: Ranking to identify action or response to an
RC story. Place a "X" in the appropriate area.
Critical: A change in operational characteristics that, if
not accomplished without delay, will impact system
operability.
High: A change that, if not accomplished promptly
(e.g., prior to the next production cycle), will impact
system effectiveness.
Low: A change that can be planned, scheduled, and
prioritized.
Date Required: The date the change is needed.
The frequent tribulations such as poor visibility of the
project, lack of communication in maintenance process
can be resolved using proposed RC story format and
increases customer collaboration. SCR form used now a
day is an existing way of requirement change gathering
during software maintenance process. RC story is written
by customer as SCR is filled by any developer side agent.
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

IV. CASE STUDY
RC story is valuable artifact in software maintenance
procedure. It provides customer collaboration and
simplifies requirement engineering process of software
maintenance. There is a graduation college in MP India,
TCPS, which provides online academic facility through a
portal for its stakeholders. The teachers of college can
submit marks of students using online data entry form.
Generally, the teachers prepare MS-Excel sheet to
maintain student evaluation record. It is observed that at
the time of marks submission on college portal, the
teacher has to submit data one by one into specific format
containing text boxes. The same process of marks
submission is repeated for all the subjects in all courses.
This requirement was provided to developers at the time
of initial version of the portal. But it is observed that the
process is very time consuming and erroneous. There is
no other way to enter data if we are having huge records.
Also, it is very difficult to verify the entered data, if the
teacher of technical staff has made mistakes during data
entry. Therefore, there is a need to change in the existing
system that could reduce time as well as prevent mistakes
during data entry. Thus, we have tried to propose changes
in the above process using RC stories for software
maintenance. The RC stores will be helpful to acquire
requests for change. The requirement statement and RC
story is discussed as follows:
Requirements Statement:
The huge data of students’ marks can be accepted in
MS-Excel file format, which contains column entries.
After uploading MS-Excel file, the process receives
records one by one through text boxes, which are
displayed in existing screen to save data. This
requirement change process reduces time effort of data
entry as well as reduces mistakes.
The User story for above problem can be written in
the following format:
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Title: Upload marks from MS-Excel format.
Description:
As a: User of college portal
I want: The ability to submit data in MS-Excel
file format.
So that: User can submit huge data properly
and accurately in a limited time.
Acceptance Criteria: The marks submission procedure
has the facility to accept a document file in MS-Excel
format through browsing and uploading process. The
existing data entry form may enhance with browsing tool,
which accepts an MS-Excel file and display all records
one by one in existing text boxes and a save button,
which accept one record and display next record after
submission.
The above requirement statement can be represented in
the form of RC story template as shown in figure 3 and
Figure 4. RC story was specified to software maintenance
team by end users. The next version of portal is
developed with above RC story. It is observed that the
college has reduced their time 85% of marks entry. Also,
it is observed that around 95% mistakes during marks
entry have been reduced.

Figure 4. Back side of college portal RC story.

V. IMPACT OF RC STORY ON ITERATIVE MAINTENANCE
LIFE CYCLE USING EXTREME PROGRAMMING
The software industry has many approaches for
software maintenance based on traditional software
development process. We have proposed an iterative
maintenance life cycle using extreme programming,
which is shown in Figure 5[11]. It consists of seven
phases, namely; analysis, planning, change design,
change implementation, regression/system testing,
acceptance testing, and delivery. The proposed approach
uses RC stories and old software as input and performs
all the phases in the proposed iterative maintenance
model. Finally, it produces a modified product inheriting
quality attributes such as improving maintainability of
software, increasing productivity of maintenance team,
reducing cost and effort of software maintenance.

Figure 3. Front side of college portal RC story.

RC story is the best artifact to articulate requests and also
it include communication between end user and software
developers.

Figure 5. Iterative maintenance life cycle using eXtreme programming
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The user of the existing system may request for some
additional functionality or may report bugs in it. The
specification for change or enhancement in the existing
functionalities or bug reporting will be in the form of RC
story. The impact of RC story on each phase of proposed
life cycle is described in the following subsections.
The analysis phase includes activities to determine
whether to accept or reject the request of RC stories
submitted by user. Analysis is conducted at two levels,
i.e. feasibility analysis and detailed analysis. Feasibility
analysis identifies alternative solutions and assesses their
impacts and costs. Whereas detailed analysis defines
requirements for the modification and devises a test
strategy. This phase contains key process of technical
evaluation for RC story, which includes identification of
software that affected (e.g., operating system software,
application software) and all dependent or affected
subordinate interfacing applications that may be affected
(Modules/ Screens/ tables/ files/ document) by the change
[10, 11]. The phase also involves impact analysis, an
activity by which the software engineer assesses the level,
time estimation and identifies of the lifecycle stage(s)
affected by the change [10, 11]. The output of analysis
phase is in form of feasibility report for RC stories,
detailed analysis report, and change impact analysis
report.
Planning phase mainly focus on development of
strategies such as release plan, iteration plan for
completion of RC stories and plan for developers
meetings to improve visibility and communication
between team members. The list of RC stories is finalized
by the technical team as well as the product team during
release plan. Typically, technical team will reveal the
estimate from impact analysis and the product manager or
customer will evaluate the same.
Iterative development of a system implements the
requirement for change into small sets of iterations.
Typically, iteration is a small release with a set of RC
stories or functionalities including planning at the
beginning of iteration to generate iteration plan for the
execution of release plan. The developer has to complete
acceptance and unit testing for each RC story completed
during the iteration phase. Each of the stories that
completes the maintenance phase i.e. output of the testing
phase, will be confirmed and approved with the customer
intervention. Failed story stories acceptance test will be
analyzed in iteration plan meeting and new stories will be
created to complete the same. Finally, system release plan
and release date will be finalized.
The maintenance projects are observed to be complex;
therefore the clarity of vision to the team members is a
prerequisite for maintenance. The clarity of vision
focuses on improving the visibility, better co-ordination,
and better communications between team members and
thereby a quality product development can be an
immediate qualitative result. Stand up meeting on RC
story board is a solution for the clarity of the vision, coordination and communication. Stand-up meeting enables
the communication within the team members, i.e.
developer, managers and amongst the different group
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working on a same project. A briefing regarding the tasks
for the day, technical issues and other information is
shared among the team members. The issues are
discussed among team members to find a solution. Each
team in the group takes fifteen to thirty minutes to review
their progress. Each person takes a couple of minutes to
discuss what they did in the previous day and a little
about what they will do. Discussion is held and queries
are resolved for further processing of the tasks by the
team members.
The design change for a RC story in the system under
maintenance is performed in change design phase. Output
of design phase is updated design baseline. This entails
using all current system and project documentation,
source code and databases of existing software and the
output of the analysis and planning phase. Activities
include the identification of affected software modules,
the modification of software module documentation, the
creation of test cases for the new design, and the
identification of regression tests. The architecture of
maintenance system may not support contemplated
change, as the concepts relevant to the change are
delocalized in the code of the application domain. One
approach to implement the change is by restructuring the
software first and to localize the concept in one location,
and then to change it. In this behavior preserving
transformation process, the behavior of program is
preserved whereas there is a change in the architecture.
The change can be performed into two steps making the
changes easier to be implemented. Firstly, to transform
the architecture so that the change will be localized and
then to make the change in it.
Implementation of RC stories is performed in change
implementation phase. It takes the design document and
source code as input and produces updated software as
outcomes. Change implementation includes activities of
coding and unit testing, integration of the modified code,
and integration and regression testing. Change
implementation is accomplished through extreme
programming practices that include pair programming,
coding standards, test driven development and customer
collaboration.
Pair
programming
for
change
implementation in extreme programming is critical to
improving collaboration and greatly facilitates mentoring
and improvements in engineering practice. In pair
programming, both developers discuss design issues, try
to find a common understanding, write test codes and
produces code for given RC story. The developer holding
the keyboard is entering code and another developer
conducting an immediate code review, thinking about the
overall design, additional test cases, and potential
simplifications. The observations from research work
done on individual and pair programming teams state that
the work is more effective and there exist a much higher
level of communication between pair rather then working
independently on individual issues [7, 8]. The overall
productivity also becomes high. There were on average
approximately 67% more issues fixed than previous
periods [4, 5, 9]. Coding standard or common standard
practice used in implementation improve software quality
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as well as keep the code consistency to have better
maintainability and clarity.
The change implementation approach appreciates test
driven development providing courage to change the
system therefore, it is an important part of software
maintenance process. Test driven development promotes
constant improvement of test coverage quality. We also
use code reviews to back up the lack of great test
coverage.
Customer
collaboration
in
change
implementation is a customer service team or the
customer setting the priorities and generates acceptance
tests for each RC story. This extreme programming
practice elicits proper software maintenance needs.
Acceptance test is created based on user RC stories to
ensure that a component or a system is providing
expected result. Usually, customer provides a scenario i.e.
use case along with the expected output of the system.
The developer creates test scripts to capture the actual
result from the system and confirms with expected static
data given by customer.

[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Most of the requirement artifacts in software maintenance
process are mainly based on traditional software
development process, such as SCR form. The RC story is
designed to assist the project manager of software
maintenance to gather requirements. In our proposed
process model the RC stories should be written by the
end users for software maintenance. It provides end user
collaboration and simplifies requirement engineering
process of software maintenance. The frequent
tribulations such as poor visibility of the project, lack of
communication in maintenance process can be resolved
using proposed RC story format. RC story may be used as
a useful guide for the requirement gathering artifact of a
maintenance project in any organization. The proposed
RC story format has been used in various projects. We
have shown here a college portal case study.
The Future work will focus on developing metrics and
measures of software maintenance project for effort
estimation based on story points. It can also incorporate
value adjustment factors of software maintenance. The
RC story can be tested for large projects to observe more
practical results. The proposed RC story for software
maintenance can further be explored for requirement
engineering in maintenance of agile based product.
.
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